Outline
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data 2 Ringberg Castle, October 5-10, 2008 Nucleon structure in a collinear picture: p q = xP N and S = 0, (+), (↑) three leading twist quantities ⇒ complete description of quark momentum and spin:
• unpolarized parton distribution:
q(x) = q +/+ + q −/+ = F Forward quark-nucleon amplitudes (N → qX):
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data Ringberg Castle, October 5-10, 2008 Theory side (equally well known)
-pQCD evolution (NLO, NNLO); QCD sum rules -vector charge axial charge tensor charge
-∆ T q = ∆q for non relativistic quarks -No gluon transversity → Non-singlet Q 2 -evolution -Angular momentum sum rules: ∆ T q is chirally-odd (off-diagonal amplitude: helicity flip)
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data χ-odd partner in INITIAL hadron:
, but tiny (low x and hq 1 )
• A T T with protons and antiprotons [PAX] ⇒ A T T ∼ 20-40% but (long) future
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data 6 Ringberg Castle, October 5-10, 2008 Help from TMDs:
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data
Helicity conservation, Parity, Rotational invariance spin and k ⊥ correlations → 3 + 5 independent amplitudes i.e. → 3 + 5 spin and TMD distributions Boer-Mulders 1996 , 1998 , Anselmino et al. 2006 , Bacchetta et al. 2007 A master example (link to quark orbital angular momentum)
• Sivers function [ImF
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data 8 Ringberg Castle, October 5-10, 2008 More relevant in this context: Collins idea → spin-k ⊥ correlation in the quark fragmentation process spin-0 (or unpolarized) hadron: 1 + 1 FFs 
→ separation of Sivers and Collins effects
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data Ringberg Castle, October 5-10, 2008 More on TMD factorization (in SIDIS, DY, e
).
-tree level [
U : soft factor -dilution of the asymmetry at large Q 
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and
Boer et al. 1997
→→ h 1 h 2 X: two hadrons from opposite hemispheres in jetlike events. Single jet event: zero result ( zero q(q) polarization on average) !!!
U. D'Alesio
Parameterizations of transversity and Collins functions U. D'Alesio
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data Simple factorized (Gaussian) parameterizations Consistent with other extractions [Efremov et al. 2006 , Vogelsang & Yuan 2005 new vs. old error bands 
Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and

HERMES (proton target)
A π + U T 4∆ T u ∆ N D fav +∆ T d ∆ N D unf A π − U T 4∆ T u ∆ N D unf +∆ T d ∆ N D fav |A π − U T | > |A
Uncertainty band
-N measurements y i at known points x i , with variance σ : fixed according to the coverage probability
. P = probability that true set of parameters falls inside the hypervolume [P = 0.68 ↔ 1-σ, P = 0.95 ↔ 2-σ]
Errors from relaxing some constraints on parameters: 10% variation in χ Transversity and Collins functions from SIDIS and e + e − data
